Abstract. It is shown that any odd perfect number less than 109118 is divisible by the sixth power of some prime.
One of the oldest unsolved problems in mathematics is the problem of whether there exists an odd perfect number, i.e., an odd positive integer n whose positive divisor sum o(/j) is 2n.
It is well known that if such a number exists, it has the form where t ^ 5,p, qu q2, ••• ,q, are distinct primes, and/? = a = 1 (mod 4) (see [3] for a summary of results on the existence of odd perfect numbers). It has been shown in recent years that if n is an odd perfect number, then not all of the even exponents 2/3,, l û i Û t, are equal to 2 [6] or 4 [1] , and if ft = 1 or 2 for all i, then ft = 2 for at least three values of i [2] . We have examined the possibility that an odd perfect number exists for which ft < 3 for all i, l á¡ i ú t, and determined that no such number containing a prime less than 101 exists. This implies that any odd perfect number less than 109118 is divisible by the sixth power of some integer.
The investigation proceeds from the elementary observation that an odd prime power P' is a divisor of the odd perfect number n iff P" is a divisor of ain), takes note of the fact that <r(.Ps) = H"r7m(i>), where Fm is the mth cyclotomic polynomial and m ranges over the divisors other than 1 of s + 1, and utilizes the following well-known results of Kronecker (see [4] ) to obtain additional prime factors of n: All factoring was accomplished and checked on an electronic programable calculator and an IBM 1130 computer.
In this paper, we assume n = p"q\ß'q22ß* • ■ ■ q2ß', 2ft < 6,/? m a = 1 (mod A), and use the notation P" \ [ n to mean that P' [ n, but P'+1 X n. Because the proofs are largely computational we do not include the details of all cases in this paper (a complete proof will be supplied by the author upon request). For the benefit of the novice in odd perfect number theory, we present the proof, which is typical, of the following Lemma. If n is perfect, n is not divisible by 3-11. 2b. 103780634 || n. <t(103780634) is divisible by 33151. Since 52 K n, 331514 ]/(n, so cr(331512) = 3-366340651 | n. This latter factor is prime, and must occur to the 2nd power as a factor of«. The prime 68409301 divides (7(3663406512) and 7 | (7(684093012). However, this implies 34-5-72 | n, which implies ain)/n > 2. 684093014 jf« since
It is now immediate that 3" ]/[ n, since 11 | <r(34). That 32 jf « is shown in Theorem 1. n is not perfect if 3 \ n. If, now, n is an odd perfect number, Theorem 1 implies that (F2(/?))/2 = (/? + l)/2 ^ 0 (mod 3), so/? = 1 (mod 3); since, also,/? = 1 (mod 4), we have/? = 1 (mod 12). Relying heavily on this fact, Theorem 1, and the fact that 11 | aiq4) iff q = 3, 4, 5, 9 (mod 11), we are able to prove Theorem 2. n is not perfect ifn is divisible by 5.
Having found that neither 3 nor 5 is a factor of n, we now find it an easy matter to show that the smallest prime factor of n must be fairly large. We establish Theorem 3. n is not perfect ifn has aprime factor less than 101. Proof Let q denote the least prime factor of n, and suppose q < 101. We note that/? ¿z 2q -I, since (/? + l)/2 divides n and is therefore greater than or equal to q; hence q2 || n or q4 |[ n.
Suppose q2 \ [ n. Then aiq2) is prime, and it follows that q = 17, 41, 59, 71, or 89. 29, 67 and 83, there exists a prime factor Q of <j(q4) such that a(Q2) and (if Q = 1 (mod 12)) iQ + l)/2 have a divisor less than q. For these remaining six values of q, we proceed as in Lemma 1, readily obtaining in each case the same conclusion, that is, that n has a divisor less than q.
We remark, in passing, that the impossibility of factors of n less than 101, and in particular 3 and 5, imposes several conditions on p". One may easily show, for example, that/? ^ 673,/? s 1, 13 or 37 (mod 60), and a = 1 or 9 (mod 12). This last condition implies the result of Kanold [2] that n = /?5 XI'-i of '> f°r 2ft = 2 or 4, is not a perfect number. Theorem 4. If an odd perfect number N exists, then either N is divisible by (at least) the sixth power of aprime, or N > 109118.
Proof. Theorem 3 proves that if N is not divisible by the sixth power of a prime then the least prime factor of TV is ^ 101. Karl Norton's paper [5] contains a table which shows that any odd perfect number whose least prime factor is S: 101 has at least 1331 distinct prime factors and has as its largest prime factor a number ^ 11197.
Letting Pr = 101 and P, = 11197, the inequality (see [5, p. 369]) l0g N > 2P(l -2toU) -2Pil + 2-TohO + 6 log Pr + 2 log Pr+1 -log P, yields the lower bound N > 109118.
